
	  

STUDENT SAFETY POLICY 
 

Students should… 
1. Only participate if you are of SOUND BODY AND MIND!  You may 

not be under the influence of alcohol, any illegal drugs, or any 
prescription or over-the-counter drugs that affect their focus and 
concentration.  We have a ZERO TOLERANCE of illegal drug usage 
or under-age drinking in or outside the classroom. 

2. Always NOTIFY THE INSTRUCTOR of any physical or mental health 
issues and/or limitations that may affect their ability to perform tasks 
safely and any injuries that occur during class.  Always cover any 
open wounds with a bandage.  For serious injury dial 911 and notify 
program director. 

3. Only get on equipment after properly warming up and having been 
instructed to do so.  AN INSTRUCTOR MUST BE PRESENT.  If 
student is late to class they must ask permission to join and complete 
the posted late warm-up sequence before joining. 

4. ALWAYS WORK OVER A CRASH PAD unless pre-approved by 
instructor for specific choreography requiring a firm floor. 

5. When learning new skills, 
• Always have a spot 
• Always walk out of a drop until given permission to perform fully. 
• Only climb fabrics half way without a spot until properly trained. 
• Always stay close to the ground when height is not necessary. 

6. Drops may not be performed without instructor supervision.  
7. NEVER TEACH NEW SKILLS TO EACH OTHER unless directly 

instructed to do so.  Use good judgment when providing feedback to 
other students; always refer to teacher when there is any doubt. 

8. STAY ON TASK.  Listen to instructions and don’t jump ahead, there 
are specific reasons for progressions. We will refuse instruction to 
students who are disrespectful or unsafe in their practices. 

9. NEVER PRACTICE ANYTHING LEARNED OUTSIDE CLASS OR 
ON THE INTERNET, especially drops. If a student wants to learn a 
specific skill that they have seen or learned elsewhere, they can 
share with the instructor who will evaluate whether the skill is 
appropriate for the student’s level, and will teach it accordingly.  
Sometimes exploration is allowed in class but with specific 
parameters set by the instructors. 

10. While waiting to use equipment, remain off of the mat and away from 
equipment unless you are spotting. 

11. Avoid chewing gum or having anything in their mouths while on the 
equipment.  Consume only water during class. 

12. Always WEAR PROPER CLOTHING: fitted and stretchy, covering 
backs of the knees, armpits, midriff and chest.  No sharp objects that 
could puncture the fabrics, no baggy clothes, loose strings or 
anything around the neck that could get caught up in equipment. 
REMOVE ALL JEWELRY. 


